Yeah, and
“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies
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Confronting
Sharia Law
National Anti Sharia
Marches Result in
Violence
Photo by Liberty Eagle

On June 10, 2017, ACT for America, a counterterrorism organization opposed to the implementation of Sharia
law within the United States, organized anti-Sharia marches in 28 cities
across the country. The marches were promoted extensively on the
Internet. Communist front organizations such as the Southern Poverty
Law Center and other George Soros funded Communist organizations,
organized counter demonstrations. The Communists, far left Unions
and anarchists were successful in shouting down and turning
otherwise peaceful demonstrations into scenes of violence. Violence
turned particularly ugly in Marxist strongholds like New York, St. Paul
and Seattle. The anti-Sharia demonstrators were greatly outnumbered.
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The use of bullhorns, cowbells and drums were used to repress free
speech.
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Black hooded anarchists threw jugs of rotten milk at the anti-Sharia demonstrators. Urine was thrown on a
conservative journalist. These were the tactics used in New York’s confrontation, according to reports from
Breitbart and WND.
In St. Paul, the Communists attacked the anti-Sharia people when they attempted to leave the Capitol
rotunda; the area where they held their rally. The ACT for America demonstrators were outnumbered 3 to 1,
with reports of hundreds of people present. Some people were placed in squad cars, presumed arrested,
according to reports.
In Seattle, pepper spray was dispersed to maintain order. The anti-Sharia demonstrators were greatly
outnumbered and there are reports of several arrests for obstruction.
In Texas, two of the anti-Sharia speakers received death threats. There are
reports that Oath Keepers became involved as part of the security. There are
pictures of protesters carrying rifles, in states where open carry is permitted,
circulating on the Internet.
According to Trevor Loudon, New Zealand, author of “The Enemies Within”
and an expert on Communist infiltration, there is a working relationship with
the Communists and the Radical Islamic Terrorists. The images of the antiSharia marches of June 10th clearly reveal this cooperative effort.
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So the question is: who's winning? For the answer to that question, we asked St. Augustine Tea Party
Chairman, Lance Thate, for his assessment:
“First, let me congratulate ACT for America’s brave souls who took part in the anti-Sharia
demonstrations. Clearly those of us who identify with the Tea Party movement support their
efforts. Local ACT for America speakers have been featured at our bimonthly meetings over
the years. The Communists have attempted to orchestrate the illusion that a majority of
Americans are comfortable with including Sharia law within our borders. Islamic Sharia is a
civil jurisprudence written for Muslims. It is not in and of itself a religion; it is a set of laws.
The problem with Sharia in America is one of a conflict concerning supremacy. Sharia claims
supremacy over all human laws. The conflict is that the Constitution of the United States is
supreme within the borders of the United States, as expressed in article VI .So Sharia can
never exist here legally. To assess the People’s attitude towards Sharia, I’m happy to report
that our Town Criers, independent from ACT for America's activities today, took to the streets
for their 183rd appearance. Their mission was to assess the public’s attitude towards Sharia
and to determine who is winning the argument. I think you’ll see a vast majority of Americans
oppose Sharia. So who’s winning or who will win. The American people will win of course.”
Like our Facebook Page
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https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/

June 11, 2017

Confronting
Sharia Law
Tea Party
Style
Photos by TCCR Staff

On June 10, 2017, Act for America conducted anti-Sharia marches across the country. The St. Augustine Tea
Party’s Town Criers independently conducted their own version of an anti-Sharia event. The Town Criers
scheduled their event in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida to run concurrently with the Act for
America marches across the country. According to the Town Criers, they did not publicize their event because
they wanted to engage and evaluate the public without staged interference from the Communist Left.
The Town Criers are a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP). The committee has been making
public appearances in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida for the past six years. The Town Criers have
become quite proficient at evaluating public sentiment over the years. They often conduct their “St. George
Street Polls” to assess political trends. Today was their 183rd appearance. The historic district, according to
local sources, experiences a national audience in excess of 6 million per year. The ever-changing parade of
people gives the Town Criers a very special opportunity. Typically they are seen by approximately 8000 people
per outing. They dress in period clothes and carry full-size Gadsden flags. It is impossible for the public not to
see them. In addition, the public enthusiastically photographs the Town Criers and sends their message by way
of the Internet.
According to David Heimbold, SATP
Media Chairman, “One of the most
effective tools that our volunteers
have is the use of highly politically
incorrect signs. We are not on the
street carrying signs to change
opinions; we are there to record the
reaction of the people to our
emotionally charged signage.”
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Today, the major focus was on Sharia Law. The committee presented four new anti-Sharia signs to the public
for the first time. They reflected the following:
•

Sharia Law is not Constitutional

•

No Sharia Courts in America

•

Stop the Islamic Invasion

•

Islam, a Doctrine of Hate
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The public’s initial reaction to the signs, pictured above, was mixed. About one third of those that saw the
Town Crier presence were favorable. The remaining two thirds responded like zombies, very stoic faces. “I
think they were afraid to respond. This subject has had more political correctness applied than any other
subject in America’s political life. The political correctness extends all the way back to George W. Bush’s
comments after the 911 attack. Many were just plain stunned by what they saw,” Heimbold offered.
The Town Criers have observed that when you confront political correctness with the truth, particularly in a
few chosen words, the results can be astounding. By the time the Town Criers made their last pass up St.
George Street, increased favorable response was clearly observable. Surprisingly, there was very little
opposition. There were some young Flagler College students who were preoccupied with diversity and social
justice. They actually expressed the idea that all ideas and beliefs are equal. Their college training has grossly
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failed to provide cognitive reasoning. They seemed surprised to find out that the Town Crier volunteers were
college-educated, some with graduate work.
There was also opposition expressed on several occasions from visitors from Europe. They identified
themselves as being citizens from Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands. Their comments were almost
identical. According to the several groups, Muslims within their respective countries are just fine citizens.
When asked about reports of increased crime, women being assaulted and raped on the streets, frequent
jihadist attacks, whole neighborhoods where the police are not permitted and the increased burden on
welfare, the questions were left unanswered.

Today’s Response to our Emotionally Charged Signs has been Seen Before
Veteran Town Criers report a similar response was observed when the Criers first
presented “The Big Red Sign” on Memorial Day in 2012. This was the first highly
provocative sign that was presented to the public by the Town Criers. It is pictured on
the left. The picture shown is the worn-out original version. Before Obama left office,
five generations of signs were created all stating the same thing. The sign was so
popular with the public that it was only dropped after Obama left office.
Cofounder and Chairman of the Town Crier Committee, Lance Thate, recalls his
experience with the Town Criers first provocative sign:
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“I first carried the ‘Big Red Sign’ on Memorial Day 2012. I had no idea what the public
would do if they saw me carrying a sign that declared their President a Communist. If the
reaction was extremely negative, I was prepared to fold it up and put it in the trash.
What I found was about a third of the people instantly understood the truth of that
statement. The rest were more or less shocked. People would come up to me and ask me
if I was afraid to be carrying such a confrontational sign. Over time, the public came to
understand the true nature of Obama. We do not claim that we changed their opinion,
we are just observers. The ‘Big Red Sign’ was the most popular sign the Town Criers ever
carried. As I watched our courageous volunteers today, carrying the highly offensive
Sharia signs, I saw a similar reaction. The truth about Sharia must be revealed if we are
to defeat Radical Islamic Terrorism.”
The Town Crier volunteers stressed that they are not anti-Muslim. They are anti-Sharia. They understand that
it would be helpful to have moderate Muslims fighting the war on terrorism. A moderate Muslim would be
one who does not follow Sharia and is prepared to renounce Sharia. The Criers report that so far they have not
found a Muslim prepared to renounce Sharia. Sharia defines slander and blasphemy in terms that eliminate
the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States. Freedom of religion and freedom of free speech
are capital offenses under Sharia law. The Town Criers applaud ACT For America’s courage to stand against
Sharia.
Like our Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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June 14, 2017

Flag Day is Special
for Town Criers
Happy Birthday Town Criers
Flag Day is special for most patriotic Americans. It is
especially significant in the history of the St. Augustine
Tea Party’s action committee, “The Town Criers”.
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The Town Criers made their first public appearance in the historic district of St. Augustine on Flag Day 2011
Like our Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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June 28, 2017

Democrats vs.
Republicans
Why We So Disagree
by John Knapp
"The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but
the heart of the fool to the left."....Ecclesiastes
10:2
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Right is right, and left is wrong, and woe shall come when they meet. Democrat politics are
childish, brainless, gutless....an easy sell to non-thinkers. Republican politics are harder, foresighted (underwritten by historical facts), so more likely to appeal to more-rational grownups.
Democrat politics are heavily invested in 'feelings' and (contrived) 'fairness'. Republican
politics are based on honesty and individual responsibility.
Democrat politics are - predominately - scheming how to get around the Constitution, the free market, and
the immutable realities of life. Republican politics are based on maintaining freedom and liberty, the
Constitution as it was so brilliantly written, while leaving individual outcomes up to individuals.
Democrats believe in equality of outcome. Republicans believe in equality of opportunity, understanding that
every outcome is dependent on a myriad of variables, both personal and random.
Democrats want more government, meaning: a safe space, a sugar daddy, a guarantee, some sort of a
government hammock. Republicans want to rely on their own abilities, because they aren't scared to face the
realities of life.
Democrats are takers, usually amenable to trying to get something for nothing, particularly if it comes at the
expense of the whole. Republicans want to earn what they get, are more likely to share what they have, and
they highly resent being scammed out of it for spurious reasons by tyrannical, nanny state government.
Democrats want to blame their shortfalls and shortcomings on someone or something else. Republicans are
more willing to accept failure as a part of living, as an invaluable, teachable life lesson.
A democrat's beliefs will eventually require him to move away from God. A fully-reasoned republican's beliefs
will most likely move him more toward God.
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A democrat - fully marinated in democrat ideology - will naturally migrate toward Liberalism or Socialism. A
fully-reasoned republican moves toward conservatism because it will most likely stand the hard tests of time
and history.
Therefore, conservatism cannot be regarded as an ideology. Conservatism is humanity's 'home plate', life's
true 'safer space.'
A conservative understands that any government powerful enough to provide 'all things for all people' must
first take everything away from all the people, a truism which democrats’ discount.
A conservative understands that the Founders' intent in the Constitution is for government to do for the
people only those things which the people cannot do for themselves. Democrats call it a 'living Constitution',
which means the Constitution is whatever democrats can manage to say it is, along the way. This is the proven
pathway to despotism.
Conservatives love the ideas and Founding Principles that birthed our American Exceptionalism. Too many
democrats don't understand the 'why' of our American Exceptionalism. They just know they hate America.
American Conservatives really believe in Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness for “We the People”.
American Liberals and Socialists have evolved toward the long-leftist, French Revolution mentality of “Liberte,
Egalite and Fraternite”. The leftist definition of Equality, as applied through leftist government, comes at the
expense of the Liberty of All the People.
If you are not a little liberal when you are twenty, then you don't have a heart. But, if you are still liberal when
you are forty, then you don't have a brain.
These are some of the reasons why we so disagree, why America stands at our current political impasse.....
and serious reasons why we should.
Like our Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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June 30, 2017

The Communists
Among Us
Communists have been in our midst since Marx and Engels days.
Transforming, after Marx’s death, into the Fabian Socialists in Britain
and exporting their poison to America as Progressives. They
expanded their influence with the Frankfurt School by continuing
their invasion before, during and after the Second World War.
Suffice it to say, the Communists were well in place by the late 1960s
FB Photo
when their assault on American culture and values began in earnest. Always in our midst, but hiding the way
roaches do.
Michael Gold disclosed to our reporters that Historic
City News (HCN) was threatened with loss of readership
and advertising revenue due to the presence of a longstanding advertisement which has a link to the Tea
Party website.
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From the information provided by HCN, it appears that
Brian Roach has had an ongoing negative opinion about
our Town Crier activities for some time. Roach claims
that he has, on occasion, confronted the Town Criers,
both at the Farmers Market and Downtown.

However, our article about the Town Crier’s anti-Sharia St. George Street experience on June 10th. apparently
prompted him to apply the Saul Alinsky tactics….which are Ridicule, marginalizing and Threats.
“I noticed and partially read the inflammatory rhetoric and hodge-podge of lies within the first 4 pages…”
Roach’s ridicule and marginalizing is followed by declaring the Town Crier’s publication a “Manifesto”.
“I consider them to be a hate group that is focused on a destructive agenda far beyond the objection to
Sharia: rather, they are anti-Moslem fanatics and the City’s face of the alt-right domestic terrorists, those
which any sane, educated and truly patriotic people among us object to the presence and distraction of
having to countenance.”
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We find this statement not clearly structured but, we get the idea. The Tea Party members, according to
Roach, are domestic terrorists and he doesn’t want to put up with them because he sees that their agenda is
the destruction of his leftist values.
Mr. Roach concludes.
“For all their bluff and blow they are lightweights and definitely not to be feared or tolerated in our midst.
Rethink your stance in supporting them by allowing their propaganda to be displayed on your pages before
you REALLY begin to lose revenue.”
[Note that TCCR material has never been on the HCN site Editor]

It is Time to Expose
According to the St. Augustine Tea Party we have reached a time in American history where we can no longer
afford to sit idly by and let the Communists among us dispense their poison, in stealth.
Tea Party members ask,
•

“Who suppresses free speech?

•

Who considers the Tea Party as domestic terrorists?

•

Who would describe a publication as a Manifesto?

•

Who was Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals written for?”

A sane, educated and truly patriotic people, to use Roach’s own words, recognize the “who” as the
Communists among us. The propagandist media and the political correctness that they insist upon has been
exposed and is being rejected by the public.
We don’t know if Brian Roach is a Communist or not. But we do recognize his behavior to be that which
Communists use. His rhetoric is that of a Communist.
He claims to have engaged us. That is entirely possible. His reaction to the engagement is consistent with
Communists that we have met over the past six years.
We live in historic times. We live in a world of domestic Communist aggression. Top down, the Barack Obama
type, bottom-up, the Occupier… Black Lives Matter types and the inside out, the Indivisibles type. This strategy
was first proposed by the self acknowledged Communist, Van Jones, after leaving
the Obama White House in 2009. Today, Jones spills his Communist poison from
the studios of ABC News.
In the past, Mr. Roach’s backdoor intimidation would not have been news worthy.
However, today we live in a new era in the struggle between liberty and collective
slavery.The Saint Augustine Tea Party is dedicated to clearing the air of the stench
of Communism. The tool is exposure, according to the Tea Party’s leadership.
Like our Facebook Page
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https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

 The Goal of Socialism is
Communism
Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month. This publication is now on the Saint
Augustine Tea Party Website. Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic City
News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

DEFEND
LIBERTY

With the posting of this issue of the Town Crier Committee Report, we
mark the Fifth Anniversary of this publication. Pictured right, are the
first members of the Town Crier Committee. The signs shown below
are the first politically incorrect signs which the Town Criers carried.
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is today,” our Town Criers recalled. The first words ever published,
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you can participate. Members of our Committee have for some time
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now been engaging the public on the streets of St Augustine, FL.

We dress in period clothes and walk the streets while boldly presenting full
Town Crier Committee
Chairman
size Gadsden
Flags. The sight of Revolutionary period clothing and the
bright yellow flags give us the opportunity to promote the Tea Party, to
educate
public
on the
values ofReport
the Tea Party and the lessons that can
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be learned from The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of
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the United States, which we pass out as we move among the people. It is
one to one
Photos by TCC Staff October 2011 public contact
Like our Facebookthis
Page
https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
with the people which inspire Committee members to continue their efforts.
We are blessed to see the awaking of America first hand.”
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These words could have been written yesterday. But in fact, they were
written in October 2011. Over the last five years, the public has indeed made
great strides in understanding the dangers we face from domestic
Totalitarian forces. The Town Criers popularity with the public is as great as
ever, which tells the members of our committee that the Tea Party is as

